Berkeley Innovation & Entrepreneurship Ecosystem Highlights
2000 - Today
UC Berkeley I&E Ecosystem: 2005

ACADEMIC PROGRAMS

NEW PRODUCT R&D SUPPORT

PRODUCT/MARKET FIT SUPPORT

STARTUP SUPPORT

FUNDING SUPPORT

SHARE CARRY FUNDS

ENTREPRENEURSHIP & IP SUPPORT

LEGAL SUPPORT

RECRUITING SUPPORT
UC Berkeley I&E Ecosystem: 2015

ACADEMIC PROGRAMS
- Entrepreneurship
- CBE PDP
- Garwood Center for Corporate Innovation
- Berkeley Bioengineering
- SCET
- MIT
- UC Berkeley O-Net
- World Trade Institute

GLOBAL VENTURE LAB

NEW PRODUCT R&D SUPPORT
- BSAC
- MIB
- Corrs
- SynBio Institute
- Signatures Innovation Fellows
- Cyclotron Road
- Biomolecular Nanotechnology Center

PRODUCT/MARKET FIT SUPPORT
- C2M
- BAFC
- Citris Foundry
- Launch Big Ideas
- The House
- Berkeley Startup Cluster

STARTUP SUPPORT
- Berkeley Skydeck
- Berkeley Foundry
- Citris
- LAUNCH Big Ideas
- The House
- Berkeley Startup Cluster

FUNDING SUPPORT
- University of California Berkeley
- Berkeley Student Technology Fund
- University of California
- Berkeley Angel Network
- Berkeley Student Technology Fund

SHARED RETURN FUNDS
- Berkeley Catalyst Fund

LEGAL SUPPORT
- Berkeley IPIRA
- Berkeley Law

ENTREPRENEURSHIP & IP SUPPORT
- Berkeley IPIRA
- IP
- Intellectual Property Office

RECRUITING SUPPORT
- Career Center
Student & Alumni Groups: Today